High-frequency acoustic techniques provide remote sensing capability for plankton biomass estimation. While these techniques have been widely used to investigate zooplankton populations with frequencies below 1 MHz, few acoustical studies have been reported for phytoplankton organisms. Phytoplankton belongs to the lowest trophic level in the aquatic food chain and as a primary producer, plays an important role in the marine ecosystem. Furthermore, there are some phytoplanktonic species that can be used as biological indicators of polluted sea areas and other ones that produce harmful algae blooms affecting anthropogenic activities. Accordingly, acoustically monitoring of phytoplankton is potentially a useful technique for real time estimation of its numerical abundance. Quantitative measurements of acoustic scattering from phytoplankton are difficult to perform due to the weak scattered intensity. Moreover, it is necessary to unmask the acoustic response of those organisms from spurious scattering generated by bubbles, suspended particles or other organisms in mixed plankton populations. In this work, advances on analysis and signal processing of acoustic scattering responses by phythoplankton are presented. At-lab measurements were performed by insonification of Skeletonema pseudocostatum cultures using a 5 MHz narrowband transducer driven by a pulser-receiver system. Additionally, backscattering cross-section of individual scatterers were computed using theoretical models for further simulation of acoustic backscattering corresponding to a large volume of randomly distributed scatterers. Good agreement was obtained when comparing simulation results with acoustic measurements.
Introduction
Phytoplankton plays a major role in the marine ecosystem due to its contribution to world oxygen supply and to the regulation of the carbon dioxide, one of the gases that rules the greenhouse effect in Earth's atmosphere. It is also relevant because of its condition of lowest trophic level in the acquatic food web as primary producer. Some phytoplanktonic species can be used as biological indicators of polluted sea areas. Furthermore, in particular environmental conditions some species produce endo-or exotoxins that may harmfully affect acquatic life causing blooms with ecological and human health threats leading to Harmful Algal Blooms (HAB) such as the well known red tides. Therefore, the efforts focused in developing noninvasive acoustic techniques to survey drifting phytoplankton abundance, distribution and behaviour are worthwhile. However, while acoustic methodologies have been widely used to measure responses from zooplanktonic scatterers, published results of at-lab measurements of sound scattering from phytoplankton [1, 2, 3, 4] and more recently reported at-sea measurements [5, 6] , are scarce.
As regards to phytoplankton, it should be noted that traditional estimation of scatterers Numerical Abundance in the ocean, N(cells/unit volume), involves in-situ water sample collection and cells optical counting using a microscope. On the other hand, acoustically monitoring of microscopic algae could potentially provide an efficient and low cost alternative solution for real time estimation of their numerical abundance but it represents a challenge from the experimental viewpoint. When microscopic algae are acoustically explored, ultrasound equipment (1-10)MHz is required given the scatterers size (2-100)µm. Moreover, quantitative measurements of acoustic scattering from phytoplankton are quite arduous to be performed because of the quite small sound speed and density contrasts exhibited by microscopic algae relative to seawater. Accordingly, since they generate very low backscattered pressure levels, high sensitivity signal receiver systems need to be used in order to be capable of acoustically detecting these slight discontinuities in the physical properties of the seawater because of algae presence. Another critical issue is the implementation of an appropriate data processing of recorded scattered signals to unmask the acoustic scattering response of the explored phytoplankton from spurious scattering generated by bubbles or suspended particles or other organisms in mixed plankton populations.
In this work, advances on analysis and signal processing of acoustic scattering responses by phythoplankton are presented on the basis of results obtained with at-lab measurements using a 5 MHz narrowband transducer driven by a pulser-receiver system, to insonify singlespecies cultures of daitoms, namely, Skeletonema pseudocostatum. The backscattered signals were simulated through a large volume of randomly distributed scatterers approach. They are based upon theoretical models of backscattering cross-section of individual scatterers [7, 8] .
Comparison of simulated results and acoustic measurements leads to evaluate the validation of the used models as well as to optimize the interpretation of the at-lab measurements carried out withnin the constrains imposed by the available equipment.
Materials and Methods

Phytoplanktonic single-species cultures
A Southwestern Atlantic Ocean species of diatoms (Skeletonema pseudocostatum) [9, 10] was selected for performing at-lab measurements in order to work with a high capability for invitro reproduction species and also with high acoustic density contrast between cells and sea water. This species has the ability to form chains ( Figure 1 ). Indeed, these organisms are characterized by cylindrical shaped frustules composed of silicon oxide and aluminum oxide to a lesser extent which are formed by two valves containing the cell, being attached to other siliceous processes. This explains the aspect of long chains of cells that can be observed with an optical microscope. The used cultures were generated from a monoalgal stock of Skeletonema pseudocostatum obtained from the Culture Collection of Algae at the University of Concepcion, Chile. Culturing methodology mainly consisted of supplying the algae growth in filtered and pasteurized seawater that was supplemented with 1% Alga-Gro, an universal concentrated medium provided by Carolina Biological Supply Company (USA, Burlington NC), in 250 ml erlenmeyers under cool-white fluorescent light at a light:darkness cycle of 12:12 hours at (20±2) o C, without aeration with daily manual stirring. The stock cultures were replicated every two weeks using 10% of the inoculum (in stationary phase of growth) into 100 ml fresh media in sterile flasks under laminar flow to avoid any contamination, whereas the cultures used for the electroacoustic measurements were initiated using 10% of the inoculum into 1000 ml in order to obtain 500 ml needed for each at-lab measurement.
Optical cell counting
Traditional direct optical counting of scatterers (individual cells and chains of individual cells) within the unialgae cultures, was held using an AXIOVERT 40 C (Carl Zeiss) microscope and a Neubauer chamber. Additionally a collection of images was obtained with an AxioCam ICc1 (Carl Zeiss) digital camera to estimate morphological features of the scatterers using ad-hoc MATLAB scripts for image binarization and blob analysis techniques. The implemented codes enable automatic calculation of the area, A, and perimeter, P (through a 2D-analysis), of detected scatterers in terms of the radius of each individual cell (when its shape is assumed spherical), a, and the number of cells contained in each chain, N ch .
Since acoustically small, non-spherical bodies whose dimensions are less than the wave-length have a sound scattering behaviour equivalent to actual spheres of the same volume and same average physical properties [11] , an equivalent radius can be calculated a eq = 3 √ N ch a. Precisely, this a eq is one of the input data for a reported high pass-model to compute the backscattering cross section, σ [7, 3] , that is used in this work.
Electro-acoustic experimental setup
With the purpose of exploring the acoustic backscattering of phytoplankton, at-lab controlled measurements of the scattered pressure were conducted on single-species cultures of diatoms at 5MHz. Insonification of liquid cultures media inside a beaker containing samples of Skeletonema pseudocostatum were performed. A scheme of the used experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 . A shaker was included to avoid algae deposit.
The transducer was excited with a Pulser-Receiver system that generated narrow and high voltage pulses whose durations were matched to the piezoelectric transducer resonant frequency. Thus, the signal that contains information of the backscattering from immersed scatterers is the one that corresponds to the temporal window between the emitted pulse and the first echo from beaker's bottom (see Figure 2) . Data acquisition and display of the scattered signals were carried out with a Tektronix THS 710 digital oscilloscope and transferred to a PC for further processing. 
Signals simulation
The near-field of a harmonically excited circular piston emitter is characterized by Fresnel diffraction patterns [12] . A useful approach to derive the existence of those patterns is to model the radiated field as the superposition of a plane wave geometrically bounded to a cylindrical surface parallel to the propagation direction, whose base diameter coincides with the radiator surface diameter and an edge wave emanating from the transducer's rim. If the transducer is excited with a burst, the instantaneous pressure at an arbitraty field point inside that cylindrical volume (coaxial to the radiator surface) can be described as the superposition of two signals, namely, a main pulse identical to the emmited one (i.e. the plane wave contribution) and two additional pulses of lower amplitude that are time-delayed with respect to the first pulse (i.e. edge wave contribution) [13] . For a field point on the transducer acoustic axis, the secondary pulses overlap completely, whereas outside the coaxial cylindrical region, only the pulses due to the edge wave contribution appear [13] . In the region closest to the transducer radiating surface, the energy generated by the plane wave is dominant with respect to the one produced by the edge wave so the latter can be neglected.
When an incident harmonic plane wave impacts a target whose dimensions are much smaller than the incident wavelength (Rayleigh region), the scattered field is represented by a spherical wave [11] , as is shown in Figure 3 (left). The spatial scattered pressure at a distance R from the target is
where p inc is the incident pressure amplitude at incidence point; f ∞ (k), far-field scattering amplitude function and | f ∞ | 2 = σ [8] ; ω, angular frequency and k = ω/c, wave number.
Figure 3: Incident and scattered fields for a target in the Rayleigh region (left). Backscattering from a target at distances R from the transducer face and h from its acoustic axis (right).
Using a monostatic configuration and exciting the transducer with short pulses, the backscattered field can be isolated since it is delayed regarding the emmision. The transducer behaves like a hydrophone and converts the backscattered pressures into voltages through the so called reception response, M(volt/µPa m 2 ), that is frequency-dependent. Additionally, experimental evidence shows that, for an arbitrary frequency, the received voltage is proportional to the integral of the received pressure over the transducer surface. In this work, the angle between the scattered vector wave number and the transducer acoustic axis, θ , has been taken into account within the integral's argument, so that the received voltage can be expressed as
For a scatterer located in the near-field of the transducer, at distances R from its radiating face and h from the acoustic axis, as it is shown in Figure 3 (right) the scattered pressure described in Eq. (1) (right) at an arbritrary surface element r dr dϕ becomes
The received voltage V bs (k) can then be expressed as
Combining Eqs. (3) and (4),
where a is the radiating disk radius. The incident pressure p inc (k) can be determined if a second transducer identical to the one used for the backscattering measurements is placed in front of the first, perfectly alligned, and in the near field region where a plane wavefront can be assumed. The second transducer will also generate a voltage proportional to the integral of the pressure over its face. Then,
since the incident field is represented by a plane wave. Thus,
that is equivalent to
where
The expression for V bs (k) can be understood as a Fourier representation of a filtering process. If V inc (k) is narrowband, f ∞ (k) can be replaced by an averaged value that represents the scattering behaviour within the emmitted signal bandwidth. In that case,
wheref ∞ is the averaged-value scattering amplitude function over the frequency content of the incident pulse. Let H −1 spher (R, h,t) be the Inverse Fourier Transform of H spher (R, h, k). In the time domain, the backscattered signal will be
where the * symbol stands for the convolution operator. If multiple scaterrers of different size are present, instead a single one, the total backscattered voltage becomes
wheref ∞ m and H
−1
spher (R m , h m ,t) are the scattering amplitude function and the impulse response due to m-th scatterer, situated at a random position inside a certain insonified volume and with a random size following the experimentally-determined statistic size distribution. The size and position of the insonified volume depend on the selected time window for the backscattering measurements, and define the estimated number of scatterers M.
The impulse response H −1 spher (R, h,t) for arbitrary values of R and h were obtained by numerical integration of H spher (R, h, k). The number of scatterers M was calculated by experimental estimation of the numerical abundance N, and the assumption of a cylinder-shape insonified volume, coaxial with the transducer axis, equal cross section and length given by the selected time window, as it can be seen in Figure 4 . The incident voltage v inc (t) was simulated using a windowed sinusoid of the same duration and energy as the incident pulse, previously measured with a second transducer identical to the one used for the acoustic emmision.
Transducer
Insonified volume The backscattered signals from a single scatterer at an arbitrary position, and from multiple scatterer along the insonified volume are schematically shown in Figure 5 . 
Results
When acoustic measurements are held, the backscattering response does not necessarily comes from phytoplanktonic scatterers but also may be due to spurious bubbles or suspended particles within an appropriate size. Thus, these contributions cannot be removed just by filtering. Hence, in this work some additional signal processing techniques such as segmentation, two variables histogram estimation and thresholds' selection, were applied for neglecting the undesirable contributions [14] . Ensembles of 300 backscattered signals were acquired for each culture. Then, each signal was segmented in slots of 1µs and each segment was filtered at 5 MHz. The normalised signal power (in dB) was calculated for all of them and the ratio of filtered to non-filtered signal power was computed. Both variables were graphically represented using two-dimensional histograms (See right side in Figure 6 ). A threshold was applied to discard bins with low occurence. The total backscattered power was calculated averaging the power values of the bins whose ocurrences exceeded the selected threshold.
10 log(P 5 MHz ) (dB) P 5 MHz / P slot Absolute frequency For each insonified culture of Skeletonema pseudocostatum, numerical abundance of individual cells, N(cells/m 3 ), was determined by Neubauer chamber cell counting. At the same time, the employed images processing techniques, described in Section 2.2, enabled estimation of the probability density function off ∞ . These experimental data were used as inputs to simulate the backscattered signals according to the methodology exposed in Section 3. Consequently, ensembles of 300 backscattered signals were simulated and compared with the acoustically measured ones through the same procedure. An example for an arbitrary single-species culture is illustrated in the left side of Figure 7 .
On the other hand, the right side of Figure 7 shows the obtained acoustic at-lab measurements of total backscattered power due to the reponse of single-species micro-algae cultures of Skeletonema pseudocostatum at 5 MHz vs. 
Conclusions
This work reports the last advances achieved in both theoretical and experimental aspects of an acoustic alternative methodology for determining the concentration of phytoplanktonic algae in single-species cultures of Skeletonema pseudocostatum. The simulation of backscattered signals, based upon the analysis of the backscattered pressure at the acoustic receiver in a multiple-target scheme of Rayleigh scatterers, on one hand, and the automation capability for determining the size distribution of the scatterers by means of microscope images processing, on the other, enabled an increase in accuracy for the total backscattered power estimation process, which is closely related to the culture numerical abundance.
The results encourage to continue the study and development of the proposed methodology in order to estimate not only the concentration but also the scatterers size distribution using only the acoustic measured signals, and as a further step, species detection if a multiple-frequency acoustic emission system is introduced.
The analysis of the received pressure was developed so that the incident signal can be seen as an input to a linear system; thus, arbitrary waveforms can be employed, enabling simulation for different types of incident pulses.
